ACROSS
1 Type docked round area by island lake? (6)
4 Ignoring Duke, empty sink and part of shower (8)
10 Time to open a gift? Right now! (2,7)
11 Those who secretly follow stories on radio (5)
12 Gun club (4)
13 Can hero be wrong to stifle Republican hatred (10)
15 What one likes doing with son in a bad way (7)
16 Pale-looking having left first wife, gulp! (6)
19 Say clothing needs bow removed for going out (6)
21 Calm displayed by Bucharest fullbacks (7)
23 He attracts flies continuously (2,1,7)
25 One against soprano leaving wine around knight (4)
27 Equine event staff expect order primarily (5)
28 Islander reading a novel about Nazi leader (9)
29 Warehouses will store silicon for plants (8)
30 Hound bald-headed type after bit of banter (6)

DOWN
1 Most frightening actress I upset (8)
2 Slormgorm is rambling about pressure going up? (9)
3 Free love exercises emancipation ultimately (4)
4 Ignoring Duke, empty sink and part of shower (8)
5 Splinter groups shunning summit engagements (7)
6 A line snorted by one out of habit in Darwin? (10)
7 Rule for a king German put in check (5)
8 Drug dealer one might give the elbow (6)
9 Maybe one nibbling your ear in the sack? (6)
10 Time to open a gift? Right now! (2,7)
11 Those who secretly follow stories on radio (5)
12 Gun club (4)
13 Can hero be wrong to stifle Republican hatred (10)
14 Perhaps briefs consider it criminal (10)
17 Breaking the law is disgusting (9)
18 Don’t start a casual affair or marriage (8)
19 Say clothing needs bow removed for going out (6)
21 Calm displayed by Bucharest fullbacks (7)
23 He attracts flies continuously (2,1,7)
25 One against soprano leaving wine around knight (4)
27 Equine event staff expect order primarily (5)
28 Islander reading a novel about Nazi leader (9)
29 Warehouses will store silicon for plants (8)
30 Hound bald-headed type after bit of banter (6)

Solution 15,887

PI KEP PERCH MINIM
UI IE EO IE IAE
TASER POGOSTICK
USF UART GE
PROMONTORY THUS
GRE QT H
PYRMID HOUDINI
QAT AT ENF
SEMENAL BUSIEST
TEGAE AQ
EXPOSED SNAREDRUMS
RID DA IRA P
INTERDICT LABEL
OHANELL L
ROYAL GODPARENT